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INTRODUCTION 
Consider two ideals I and J, with JcI, in a commutative Noetherian ring 
R with unit. We are concerned with constructing finite projective resultions 
of I/J. 
Suppose J is generated by m elements and grade (Z/J) 2 M and suppose either 
I is generated by an R-sequence of length n 5 m or R/I has projective dimension 
2 or I is a perfect ideal of grade m - 1. Then I/J is a perfect R-module of 
grade m. 
This problem arises for instance if one studies germs of analytic functions 
f: (c”+’ , O)+(C, 0) with a one dimensional singular locus. Let Jf be the Jacobi 
ideal off, i.e. 
Jf= (g, . . ..g) and Z=rad (If). 
If dim&Z/Jr) < 03 then this number can be interpreted as the number of Ai 
and D, singularities in a generic deformation off, using the results of this 
paper, see [ll]. 
Section 1 gives a review of some multilinear algebra we need. In section 2 we 
construct a complex IK(g, @) associated with a sequence g of n elements and a 
(m x n)-matrix 4, in case m 2 n. This complex is acyclic in case the grade of the 
ideal (z #ijgi)R + I,(@) is at least m. In order to proof this result the bialgebra 
approach of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3] is used. The proof of Theorem 2.1 
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is analogous to Theorem 5.1 of [3]. In section 3 projective resolutions are 
constructed of I/J in the mentioned cases. In section 4 a length formula is 
proved. Section 5 contains applications. For basic definitions and results con- 
cerning commutative and homological algebra we refer to Matsumura [9] and 
Serre [ 141. 
1. A REVIEW OF SOME MULTILINEAR ALGEBRA 
We give a review of some multilinear algebra concerning the exterior and 
symmetric algebra’s. For unproven assertions we refer to Buchsbaum and 
Eisenbud [3]. In this section R will be a Noetherian commutative ring with unit 
element. 
If F is a free R-module we denote by AF the exterior algebra on F. It is the 
free graded commutative R-algebra, generated by elements of F in degree 1. 
The graded commutative law is: 
f-g = ( - l)Pqg-f where p = deg f and q = deg g, 
f2 = 0 if deg f is odd. 
The diagonal map A : F+F@F induces an algebra map A : AF+AF@AF. 
If f E AF is of degree 1 then Acf) =f@ 1 + 1 @f. The elements of degree 0 of 
AF form a ring isomorphic to R and projection into degree 0 is an algebra map 
E : AF-+R. It is called the co-unit. E and A satisfy a set of identities dual to those 
of the unit q : R-+/IF and multiplication m : AF@AF*AF. Thus F becomes 
a graded commutative, cocommutative bialgebra. 
For an R-module M we will write M* = Hom,(M, R). Let p E A4 * and 
m EM, define (p, m) =p(m). 
/IF is a bialgebra, hence AF* is a bialgebra too. The map F *-+(AF)*, dual 
to the projection AF-F, induces a natural algebra map a : AF*+(AF)*, 
which is a map of bialgebra’s. cx is an isomorphism if F is a finitely generated 
free R-module. We shall identify AF* with (/IF)* via (Y from now on 
SF is the symmetric algebra, which we will regard as the free graded commu- 
tative algebra generated by its elements of degree 2. SF=Z SiF. We will give 
the elements of SiF the degree 2i. We identify S,F with R and S,F with F. If 
F is an R-module generated by a basis xl, . . . . x, then SF is isomorphic to the 
polynomial ring R[x,, . . . , x,]. 
The diagonal map A : F+F@F induces an algebra map A : SF+S(F@ F) 2: 
2: SF@ SF, with A cf) = f@ 1 + 1 @f for elements f E Si F. The projection onto 
S,F= R gives an algebra map E : SF-R. This makes SF into a graded commu- 
tative, cocommutative bialgebra. Hence (SF)* is an algebra with multipli- 
cation A *. 
Since SF is an infinite direct sum, we will work with the graded dual 
(SF): = 2 (SiF) *, which is a subalgebra of (SF) *. 
The map F *-‘(SF),: induces an algebra map a’ : S(F *)+(SF).$. But it is 
not an isomorphism, unless R contains the field of rationals. One has for 
instance for @ EF* and f EF 
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(a'W,fP) =P!(&f jp. 
DF is the divided power algebra on F. It is the graded commutative algebra 
generated by elements f@) of degree 2p called the pth divided powers of f, 
where f E F is regarded as an element of degree 2 in DF. These divided powers 
satisfy certain conditions, see [3]. 
DF is a bialgebra and if F is a free R-module with basis x1, . . . . x, then DPF 
is free on generators nx%) I with L’pi=p. We can define a pairing 
,u : D(F*)@(SF)+R 
If F is a free R-module with basis xi, . . . , x, and if x:, . . . , x,* is the dual basis 
of F * then 
a ‘(xi*@‘)(xip) = 1. 
So p is a perfect pairing in this case and induces isomorphisms D(F*)+ 
-(SF),“, and SF+(D(F *))g: of bialgebras. 
Hence SF is isomorphic to (S(SF$),: as bialgebra. 
We can view AF as a AF *-module and vice versa and we can consider D(F *) 
and SF as modules over each other. In general if a : B-A,*, is a homogeneous 
bialgebra homomorphism. We define 
by s(A)(y@f) = y(Acf).Acf)) EA, for YEA,*, and SEA, and define 
n:B@A-+A 
n =s(Ll)(a@ 1). 
We shall write b(a) or ba for n(b@a). 
We have b(a)=Z (a(b),ai) ai if d(a)=Zai@ai. 
The map n makes A into a B-module. 
The map a : B-A: gives rise to an algebra map 
Thus B is also an A-module. 
From now on F will be a finitely generated free R-module. Then SF is a 
graded SF-module and F is a graded AF *-module. We may regard SF@AF as 
a bigraded SF&IF *-module. The identity map 1 : F+F gives, by the identifi- 
cation Horn (F, F) = F@ F * an element c = cF of F@F * = Si F@A ‘F. We shall 
write 
aF: sF@/IF+sF@/IF 
for the SFOAF-module map, given by multiplication by c. It is a map of 
bidegree (2, - l), hence a;= 0. 
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Let LF= Ker & then LF is a bigraded SFQAF*-module and its bihomo- 
geneous components are L,4F, where 
aq - s _ P’ P 1 F@A~F-+~ F@A~-‘F P 
LqF=Ker aq-’ 
P p+l* 
The usefullness of the bialgebra approach lies for instance in the fact that the 
map ?I~ is defined without referring to any basis of F and that the property 
as=0 is a direct consequence of the degree of the map. Although this 
approach is rather abstract one must recognize that the bialgebra SF@AF with 
the map & is nothing but the generic Koszul complex, i.e. let x1, . . . . x, be a 
basis of F then we have already noted that SF=R[xl, . . . . x,]. After this 
identification S,- r F@AqF has elements @(xi,/\ . . . AXQ with b a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree p- 1 in R[x,, . . . . x,]. The map a, : S,- t FO 
@A~F+SpF@Aq-‘F sends bQ(Xi,A...AXi4) to 
~(-l)‘f1bX~,~(X~,A...AX,t_,AX,t+,A...AX~4). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let F be a finitely generated free R-module of rank n. 
Then 
a) 
b) 
4 
d) 
L,QF=Ker 8,“;: =Im $=Coker a;!: if p+q#l. 
L~F=SpFforallp,L~F=A~Fforallq#O,L~F=L,4F=Oforallq+l and 
all p, L,4F=O for all q>n. 
L;F-S,-,F@A”F. 
LjFis free of rank ~~~~~)(q~~;2). 
Given a map between finitely generated free R-modules 9 : F+ G, there is an 
induced map L@ : LF+LG with bihomogeneous components 
L;@ : L;F-+L;G. 
Suppose F and G are free R-modules of rank m and n respectively and m 1 n. 
Define for every pair (p, q), q 2 1 a complex 
IL;(@): O-tL,mFOL~~~+‘G*,Lpm-‘F~L~_qn’-:G*~... 
. ..-rL~+‘FQL~-q+‘G*-+L.4F~L,4G. 
Here and in what follows LfG * means (L$G)*, thus for example LjG*= 
= (S,G)*=D,(G*), the sth component of the divided power algebra on G*. 
For graded algebra’s A we shall from now on delete the sub-script gr in A: 
and denote it by A *. 
Note that the complexes IL;(@) have length m - n + 1. The map d is given as 
follows. Since LF is an SF@AF *-module, we may consider it by the canonical 
map AF*=R@AF*cSF@AF* as a AF*-module. Similarly LG*= 
= Horn, (LG, R) is an SG@AG*-module that we can consider as an SG- 
module. The element @ E Horn (F, G) corresponds to an element c@ of bidegree 
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(1,2) in AF*@SG, since we have the isomorphisms Horn (F,G)=F*@G= 
-A’F*@S,GCAF*@SG. The element c# has odd degree, so ci=O. Thus 
multiplication by c@ induces a differential on the quadruply graded module 
LF@LG*, which we call d. The maps we have labelled d in the complex IL:(@) 
are homogeneous components of this d. To define the map dl : Li”F@ 
@Ly-q+lG*+LpQF, note first that LF is a /iG*-module via the map 
A@ * : AG *+AF*. We also have L, n-q+lG*=A”-q+lG*. We define dl to be 
the structure map of the AG*-module LF. 
LEMMA 1.2. In the above situation we have 
d2 =0, dld=O and (Lp4@)d, =O. 
So II,(@) is a complex. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring and suppose that # : F+G is an 
R-linear map between free R-modules of rank m and n resp. with m 2 n. If grade 
1,(e) = m -n + 1 then IL;(#) is a free resolution of Coker (L$$ : LjF+LpQG). If 
moreover (R,nt) is a local ring with maximal ideal m and qb(F)C-G, then 
IL;(@) is a minimal resolution. 
REMARK. I,(#) is the ideal generated by the (n x n)-minors of a matrix of @. 
Under the above assumptions we have: in case p = 1 : lLf(#) is a resolution 
of Coker (/IQ@) for all q, and for q= 1 : IL;(@) is a resolution of Coker (S,#) 
for all p. 
2.THE COMPLEX IK(/3,6,) 
Let R be a ring. Let I and J be two ideals in R. Suppose J is generated by 
m elements al, . . . , a, in Z and suppose I is generated by /3,, . . . , /3,, then we can 
write 
Let F= Rm and G = R” and let a : F+R and j3 : G-R be maps with compo- 
nents al, . . . . a, and pi, . . . . jI,, resp. Then we have the following commutative 
diagram 
where @ is the map with matrix (&). 
We shall construct a complex IK(/3,@) in case m 1 n, which is a resolution of 
I/J when /Ii, . . . . 8, is an R-sequence and if moreover grade (J+I,,(@))k m. 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3] constructed a complex IK(& a) associated with an 
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(m x n)-matrix @ and a (m x 1)-sequence a in case m 2 n, which is a resolution 
of R/J(#, a), where .I(#, a) = (b,, . . . , b,) + I,(@) with 
bj = 2 ai @ij 
generalizing a result of Herzog [7] who considered the cases m = n and m = n + 1 
only. 
Their situation corresponds to the commutative diagram 
R R 
a b 
F 4~ rG 
which is in a sense “half dual” to the former diagram. 
Suppose we are in the firsft mentioned situation, i.e. a E F *, /I E G * and 
4 *(/I) = a. Then the following diagram commutes: 
/in-9+2~ 
/In-q++#) 
, /j”-9+2~ 
(*I a 
I 
/i”-9+‘F 
where p is the action on the AC *-module AC, with p EAG *, and a is the action 
on the AF *-module ,4F with a E AF* and A@ *(/I) = a. 
We shall define maps of complexes: 
IL; -9+2(qq 
I 
II4 
L;-9+‘(fp) 
which are given by (*) in degrees 0 and 1 and which makes the complexes 
LyP9”(@) into the rows of the double complex (**) of figure 1. 
We define IK(j3,@) to be the total complex associated to the double complex (**). 
The convention of the degrees in the double complex (**) is as follows. The 
components of the bottom row have bidegree (T, 0) and the components of the 
right hand column have bidegree (0,s). So, the components in the right bottom 
and left upper corner have bidegrees (0,O) and (m - n + 1, n - 1) resp. 
We shall now define the double complex (**) in detail. The differential d 
of the rows IL;-Q+’ (4) is defined in 0 1, i.e. d is induced by the action of 
l@c@@l in SF@AF*@SG@AG* on LF@LG*cSF@AF@D(G*)@AG*. 
We shall define a second operator as follows. The element 10 10 1 @/I E SF@ 
@AF*@SG@AG* acts on SF@AF@D(G*)@4G* and has quadruple 
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O-Q;-,G*Q/i”‘F+... --) L$*Q/1”+2F + L;G*@A”+‘F + A”F -+ A”G 
()-+LqI’ G*Q/l”‘F+ . . . m n -rL,4-1G*Q/1”+2F~LII-1G*Q/jn+lF~/jn-4+2F~A”-Q+2G 
()+L;-,G*QA”‘F--+ . . . -  L;G*Q/1”‘2F + LyG*Q/I”+‘F +/ln-q+lF-+/i”-q+lG 
I I I I I 
I I I 1 I 
O-L;+,G*@AmF+...+ L;G*@Ant2F -+ L;G*QA”+‘F -+ F + G 
Figure 1 
degree (0, O,O, 1) and commutes with 1 @c@@ 1. We call u the induced action 
of p on LF@LG*. Hence u and d commute and UIJ =O. Call up the bihomo- 
geneous component of 0, i.e. for Olqln- 1 
VP: L~I~+‘G*OL:+P-‘F~L~“I~G*~L;‘~-‘F for 2spsm-n+ 1, 
of=a : /1qt2F+Aqt1F 
u;=p: /1q+2G+/jq+1G 
We shall show now that u also commutes with dl. The map dl is given by 
d,(y@a)=y(a) for ~@~EA~G*@A”+‘F=L~G*@A”+‘F. The following 
diagram commutes 
Aq-‘G*QA”+$d’,A - n q+2 F 
B&31 I I 
AqG *@A”+ ‘F 4 -, An-Q+ IF 
since 
d,(BQl)(YQa)=dl((BAV)Qa)=(BAr)(a)=P(v(a)) 
= a(r@N = a(4 (Y 0 4) = a4 (I@ 4. 
We used that the action of p on AF is the action of a on /IF, since A@ *(/3) = a. 
This proves that (**) is a double complex. 
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The same rows of (**) appear in the double complex of Buchsbaum and 
Eisenbud [3] in their construction of IK(@,a). The arrows in the columns are 
reversed. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let @J : F+G be a map of free R-modules with rank F= m L 
rrankG=n.Leta:F~Rand8:G~RbeRlinearmapssuchthata=~~,let 
IK(/l, 4) be the total complex associated to the double complex (**). Let I,(@) 
be the ideal generated by the (n x n)-minors of the (m x n)-matrix of @. Let 
J(p, 9) = I,(#) + Im (a). Then 
(1) The homology of IK(fi, 4) is annihilated by J(/?, @). 
(2) If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m and if @(F)C*laG and Im (/e?)Cm 
then IK@,#) is a minimal complex. 
(3) grade J(j?, #)sm and moreover IK(jl, 9) is exact if and only if grade 
J(rS,@)=m. 
(4) IfP=&...,Pn) is an R-sequence then H,(IK(~, @))= Im (&Am (a). 
In the generic case these conditions are actually satisfied, we have (see [3] 
theorem (5.2) for the analogon): 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be any commutative regular Noetherian ring and let 
R = S[X,, Y,; 1 I is m, 15 j, /rl n] be the polynomial ring in mn + n indeter- 
minates with coefficients in S and m zn. Let 4 : Rm+Rn be the map with 
matrix (X,), and let /3: R”+R be the map with matrix (Yi,..., Y,). Then 
J(p, 4) is an ideal of grade m and IK(b, @) is a resolution of Im (P)/Im (a). 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 2.1. 
Part (2) follows from the construction of IK(jl,#). Part (4). Suppose 
(P t, . . ../3.,) is an R-sequence, then we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
a 
I I 
B 
O-Im (a)- Im W- Im (&Am (a)-0 
I I 
0 0 
with exact columns and rows. This implies that the sequence 
fP+b F@A’G- G- Im (p)/Im (a)-0 
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is exact. Further IK,(/3,@) = F@/1*G and IK,(p, 4) = G, hence 
H,,(IK(P, 9)) = Coker (@ +p) 2: Im (B)/Im (a). 
So one sees that J(fi, @) annihilates If,(IK(/3, @)), since Im (cr)~ann(Im (/?)/ 
Im (a)) and Z,(@)Cann(Coker (@))cann(Coker (@+/?)). Parts (1) and (3) 
follow from Theorem 2.2 and the following: 
LEMMA 2.3. (“Lemma d’Acyclicite” [12]). 
Let R be a Noetherian ring with 1. 
If 11:O-+Lk-+Lk-i+.** *Li+L,, is a complex of finitely generated free 
R-modules, and J is an ideal of R which annihilates the homology of II, and 
grade (J) 2 k, then 11 is exact. 
We repeat the argument from [3] to derive Theorem 2.1 part (1) and (3) 
from Theorem 2.2. Let S=H be the ring of integers, and R =S[X,, Y,], let 
@,, : Rg-+R,” be given by the matrix (Xii) and let &, : R,“-+R, be given by the 
matrix (Y,, . . . . Y,,) as in Theorem 2.2. 
Then we know that IK(&,&,) is a resolution of Im (&)/Im (a,,) with 
cq,=~&, : R,m-+R,. Zf R, @ and j3 are as in Theorem 2.1 then IK(/?, @) is a 
specialization of IK(&, &,), that is there is a unique homomorphism c : R,-+R 
of rings, such that IK(P,@)= IK(B,,&,)@+,R. If TE J(&,&) then the map 
r : IK(&, @&4K(/3,,, &,), induced by multiplication with r, induces 0 on 
Im (&-,)/Im (a,,), and thus is homotopic to 0 by some homotopy s. But then 
sBRoR is a homotopy on IK(B,@), which shows that multiplication by c(r) is 
homotopic to zero on IK(/I, @). Thus c(r) annihilates the homology of IK(B, c$), 
since J(/l, 4) = R~(J(&, &,)), part (1) is proven. As for part (3) we make use of 
Lemma 2.3, which shows that if the homology of IK(P, 9) is annihilated by an 
ideal of grade r m, then IK(p, @) is exact, since IK(P, @) has length m. 
Thus if grade J(p, 4)~ m then IK(jI, 9) is exact and pd(He) I M with 
f4, = fW(P, $4). 
However J(B, 9) C ann (ZZc), hence 
grade J(/l, @) I grade (ann (I&)) = grade (Ho) spd(H,) 5 m. 
So one concludes grade J(/3, q3) = m. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. If R, @ and ~3 are as in Theorem 2.2, then it is well 
known that grade Z,(e) = m -n + 1 see [6]. Thus we may apply the following 
lemma (analogous to Lemma 5.5 of [3]): 
LEMMA 2.4. In the set-up of Theorem 2.1, suppose that grade Z,(G) = 
= m - n + 1. Then some power of the ideal J(B, #) annihilates the homology of 
IK(/S G). 
PROOF. We must give a proof without the help of Theorem 2.2. By [3] the 
rows of (**) are exact under the hypothesis of the lemma. By the spectral 
sequence of the double complex (**), the homology of IK(/3,@) is the same as 
the homology of the complex of cokernels of the map nq# for g = 1, . . . . n. 
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That is, if we let Cp- r = Coker (Ap@) the maps in the two upper rows of the 
diagram: 
‘4”F-r . . . +/IPF+ . . . --+A2&‘- F 
induce maps C,+ C, _ t , which make them into a complex C, having the same 
homology as IK(/3, @). By Proposition 1.5 of [3], the C, are themselves anni- 
hilated by I,,(@), so the same goes for the homology of IK(/3, @). Thus we need 
only to show that some power of Im (a) kills H(IK(/I,B,)). To this end, let 
a=(a,,...,a,)eR”*= F* and let T be a localization of R at the multiplica- 
tively closed set generated by one of the ai’s, we must show that T@ IK(/3, q5) 
is exact. Let xl, . . . . x,beabasisforFandyr,...,y,forGandx:,...,xzadual 
basis for F* and y:, . . . . Y,* for G *. We have a = z oix: and /3 = J5 fij Yj*. NOW 
(a r, . . . . a,)T= T hence there exist ur, . . . . U,E T such that 2 Uiai= 1. Take u 
equal to Z UiXiE T@FCA(T@F) then 1 =z uiai=X Ui@uaj=E Ojflj with 
e(u) = u. Moreover @ *(/?) = a and u(a) = 1, so o(p) = 1. For x E AF one has by 
Corollary 1.2 of [3], since deg u = 1: 
x = u(a)(x) = u A (a(x)) + ( - 1)’ + deg ‘“a(u Ax) = 
=uA(a(x))+a(uAx). 
Thus id ncTOFj = ua + au, i.e. idn(rBFj is homotopic to 0 on the Koszul complex 
QWOF), a). 
In the same way idAcraF, = u/3+/3u, i.e. idncrBFj is homotopic to 0 on the 
Koszul complex (A(T@G), /3). In the following diagram, the second and third 
row are the Koszul complex (A(T@F), a) and @(TOG), /3) resp. which are 
both exact, since Im (a)T=Im (/3)T= T. 
The homotopy’s of both complexes are compatible, since @*@)=a and 
@(u) = u, so they induce a homotopy of id,, to 0, so that T@H(Q=) = 0, thus 
some power of ai annihilates H(IK(/$@)). Since i was arbitrary, the lemma is 
proven. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is enough to show the exactness of 
IK(j?,@). By Lemma 2.3 and 2.4 it suffices to show that in this case grad 
J(& c$)?m. We have indeed the following lemma (analogous to Lemma 5.6 
of 131). 
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o-A”(T@F)+ . ..-/1”+‘(TOF)jI1”(TOF)-....~ T@F+ T+O 
0 -+/i”(T@G)+.-.+ TOG+ T+O 
0 0 
LEMMA 2.5. Let /? and @ be as in Theorem 2.2. Then grade J(/3, @)>m. 
PROOF. Suppose grade J(/I, 4) < m, then there is a prime idealp in R such that 
JO3 9) cfi ad gradeRfiWfi) < m. 
Suppose Y,t$fi for somej= 1, . . ..n. 
Let f/ = zk zj Xi, Yk Yj- r + Xii and put fi = y$. Then the following sequence 
yl, ***T yj-19 Yj+l, me.9 yn9 fi, .**vfm is R5-regular. Now R-+R,,-+R,, are 
localizations, so it is also an RF-regular sequence, Rfi is a local ring, hence 
fl, . . . ..&I is an R,,-regular sequence in fiR,,, thus grade@Rfi)?m which 
gives a contradiction. Thus YjEfi for all j = 1, . . . , n SO Z,,(G) + (Yr, . . . , Y,) C,h. 
Let R=(R/(Y,,..., Y,)R) = S[X,], we have gradeR(Z,,(&) = m - n + 1, by [6]. 
So grade,+@R,,) 1 grade fi L grade Z,(e) + (Y,, . . . , Y,)R 1 m + 1. This is a 
contradiction. Thus grade .Z(/I, @I) r m. This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.5 
and Theorem 2.2. 
3. RESOLUTIONS OF QUOTIENTS OF IDEALS 
Let Z and .Z be ideals in a ring R. Suppose JCZ and: 
a) J is generated by m elements and grade (Z/J) r m 
b) One of the following three conditions is satisfied 
(i) Z is a perfect ideal of grade m - 1; 
(ii) pd(R/Z) = 2; 
(iii) Z is generated by an R-sequence of length n~m. 
Then we give a finite projective resolution of the quotient Z/J and prove that 
Z/J is a perfect R-module of grade m. See Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.8 for 
(i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. 
We show that the ideal J(g, @) as defined in 0 2 is an invariant of the pair of 
ideals JcZ in case Z is generated by an R-sequence. 
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Let R be a ring and f=Cfi,...,f,) a sequence of elements in R. Then we 
denote by H,cf, R) the pth Koszul homology of the sequencef. Suppose J is an 
ideal in R andf,,..., f, generate J. Suppose grade J= n and al, . . . , a,, is an 
R-sequence in J. Let (a) be the ideal in R generated by al, . . . , a,,. Then the 
following two isomorphisms are well known: 
Extg(R/J, R) = Hom,(R/J, R/(a)), see [ 131 
H,-,cf, R)= Hom,(R/J, R/(a)), see [2]. 
Both isomorphisms can be proved by induction on n. We include the 
following form of this fact, since we could not find an explicit isomorphism in 
the literature. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a ring and J an ideal in R generated by fi, . . . , f,. 
Suppose grade J=n. Let (G,d) be a projective resolution of R-modules of 
R/J. Take F= R”’ and let f: F+R be the map with matrix cfi, . . . . f,). Let 
@ : (AF, f)-(Qd) be a map of complexes which extends the identity map 
1 : R/J-R/J. Then the map induced by @J * gives the following isomorphism: 
Ext;(R/J, R) = H”(G *, d *) ‘” -H (AF*, f *)-H,-,,cf, R). 
PROOF. The complex (G,d) is a projective resolution of R/J. There exists an 
R-sequence al, . . . , a, in J, since grade J= n. Let A = R” and let the map 
a : A+R be defined by the matrix (a,, . . . , a,). Then (AA, a) is a free resolution 
of R/(a) and (AA@,a@d) is a resolution of R/(a)@R/J=R/J. 
Let R : (AA@~&a@d)+(~,d) be a map of complexes which extends the 
isomorphism R/(a)@R/J+R/J. Let i : (AF, f)+(AA@AF,a@f) be the map 
of complexes defined by i(o) = 1 @u where 1 is the unit in R = A’A. Then 
R (1 @@) i and @ are both maps of complexes from (AF, f) to (G, d) which 
extend the identity map 1 : R/J-R/J. Hence both maps are homotopy 
equivalent. So we have a commutative diagram 
H”((AA @a;) *) - UC3W H”((AA@AF)*) 
t I 
I 
If”& *) @” ’ W”(AF*) 
The map rr” is an isomorphism, since /iA@G and 6 are both projective reso- 
lutions of R/J. The map in is an isomorphism since al, . . . . a,, is an R-sequence 
in J. Thus to prove that @” is an isomorphism it is enough to prove it for 
(lo@)” and this follows from a spectral sequence argument. Consider the 
double complex E,W =(M’A@A*F)*. The Er term is Ef4=IP((AA@A‘7F)*) 
which is zero unless p = n, since al, . . . , a,, is an R-sequence. Thus the spectral 
sequence degenerates at E2 and Ef”= ker (R/(a)@A’F*+R/(a)@A’F*)- 
= HomR (R/J, R/(a)). In the same way the double complex i?p = (ApA@ Gq)* 
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has a spectral sequence {Z$} which degenerates at Ez and with I?, terms Ef” = 0 
unless p = n. Thus ,I?;‘= ker (R/(a)@G$+R/(a)@G:)= HomR (R/J, R/(a)). 
So the morphism between E;4 and Z?gq is induced by (1 me)” : H”((AA@ 
@Q*)-rH”((AA@AF)*) and is an isomorphism. Moreover Ext$(R/J, R) 2: 
=ZZ”(G *) and ZY,-,cf R) =ZP(AF*). This proves the Lemma. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.2. Let R be a ring. Let Z and J be two ideals in R. Suppose 
Z is a perfect ideal of grade n and J is generated by fr, . . . , f,, 1 in I. Suppose 
grade (Z/J)> n + 1. Then grade J= n. There is a finite projective resolution 
Q&d) of R/Z as R-module, of length n, since Z is perfect of grade n. Let 
F=R”+’ and let f : FjR be the map given by the components f,, . . . , f, + 1. 
Since grade (Z/J) 1 n + 1, we know that the map Exti(R/Z, R)+Ext;t(R/J, R) 
induced by the map R/J+R/Z, is an isomorphism. Let the map of complexes 
4 : (AF, f)-+(G,d) be an extension of the quotient map R/J-R/Z. From 
Lemma 3.1 and the remarks above we obtain that the map @” : H”(G *, d *)-, 
~H”(AF*, f *) is an isomorphism. Consider the following diagram: 
0 0 0 
(*) 
(-l)"-qd,l_qol 
i ! i 
0-G,&+@A”+‘F VP i AqF 9q * G, 
I I I 
1 I 
@l 
I 
O- G,*@A”+‘F & F - G 1 
The right-hand column is the complex (6, d) with Go deleted. The column in 
the middle is the complex (AF, f) with AoF and A’+ ‘F deleted. The left-hand 
column is, up to signs, the dual (G *, d *) of the complex (a;, d) tensored with 
A n+‘F and with Gg*@An+’ F deleted. The map between the middle and the 
right-hand column is given by the map of complexes @, with @Jo and @n+l 
deleted. The maps {w,} between the left-hand and middle column are given 
as follows. The dual of $J~ is the map $I: : G,*+AqF*. Let w4 : G,*_,+ r@ 
@A”+‘F-*AqF be given by ~/~(yOu)=(~n*-~+~(y))(~) for YEG,*_,+~ and 
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DEA”+l F. Remember from 0 1 that r$,*-,+i(r) is an element of Anwq+‘F* 
and acts on AF. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a ring. Suppose I is a perfect ideal of grade n in 
R. Let J be an ideal in R generated by fi, . . . , f,, i in I. Then the above 
diagram (*) is commutative. Let IK be the associated complex of (*). If grade 
(I/J)? n + 1 then IK is a projective resolution of I/J and I/J is a perfect 
R-module of grade n + 1 and pd(R/J) = n + 1. 
PROOF. The right-hand squares of (*) are commutative by the construction 
of @. The commutativity of the left-hand squares of (*) follows from the 
commutativity of the diagram: 
G,*_,@/i”+‘F 
AL@ 1 
’ A”-qF*@A”+lF %+’ ,/1q+‘F 
(- 1)“~%f,*-(@I1 (- l)“-qf*@ 1 f 
The left-hand square is commutative, since it is the dual of a commutative 
square. The right-hand square is commutative, since f is an element of 
F*CAF*and acts onAF, thus f *acts on (AF)*=AF*. Butf acts also on.4F* 
by left multiplication. Both actions off are the same up to a sign, see [3], (1.4). 
Next we prove the exactness of the complex IK associated with the diagram 
(*). First, extend the diagram (*), by adjoining G$@A”+‘F in the left upper 
corner, A “+‘F and AoF in the middle column and Go in the right bottom 
corner, together with the appropriate maps w,,+~ and #o. Call this diagram 
(**) and its associated complex IR. We may suppose that Go = R and thus e. 
and v/“+, are isomorphisms. Hence IK and Ik have the same homology. The 
right hand column of the diagram (**) has zero homology except at the place 
Go, where its homology is R/Z, since (B is a resolution of R/Z. The middle 
column of (**) is the Koszul complex of a sequence of n+ 1 generators of the 
ideal J of grade n. Hence this row has only non-zero homology at the places 
A ‘F and AoF, which are H,(AF, f) and R/J. The left-hand column has only 
non-zero homology at the place G,*@A ‘+‘F. Since this column is the dual of 
G;, up to signs and tensoring with a trivial factor, and since (5 is a resolution 
of a perfect R-module of grade n i.e. Hi@ *)=Extk(R/I, R) = 0 for all i< n. 
The cohomology H”(G *@A “+ IF) is isomorphic with H1(AF, f) by the iso- 
morphism induced by wl, by the remarks in the beginning of (3.2). What we 
have computed is the E’ term of the filtered complex IR: 
if p=O and q=O 
if p= 1 and q=O 
ifp=l and q=l 
‘+‘F) if p=2 and q= 1 
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lo otherwise 
And Ei,, 
d’ 
---+ E/, r is an isomorphism. Hence the E2 term has only zero’s 
except at one place: Et,= ker (R/J+R/J) =Z/J. Thus IK is exact and is a 
projective resolution of I/J of length n + 1. 
From n + 1 I grade (I/J) <pd(I/J) I n + 1 one concludes that Z/J is perfect of 
grade n+ 1. 
From the exactness of the sequence O+Z/J+R/J+R/I-+O one concludes 
that pd (R/J) = n + 1, since pd (R/Z) = n and pd (R/J) = n + 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a local ring and I an ideal in R such that 
pd (R/I) = 2. Let J be an ideal in R generated by m elements. Suppose JC Z and 
grade (Z/J) 2 m. Then I/J is a perfect R-module of grade m and pd (R/J) 5 m. 
PROOF. Z is an ideal in the ring R such that pd ((R/I) =2. We have a free 
resolution of length 2 
since R is a local ring. The ideal J is generated by m elements fr, . . . , f, in Z so 
A=2 ~ijgj. Let @ be the map with matrix (GO). We have the following 
commutative exact diagram: 
I 
P 
Rm& R” 
O-J-I -I/J-O 
Hence we get a presentation 
Rm@R”-’ 3 R”-,I/J+O 
where w=@+p. 
Further rad (J: I) =rad I,(w), so grade I,(w)2 m, since grade (Z/J)rm. 
The matrix v/has size (m+n-1)xn and m=(m+n-l)-n+l. So I/Jis a 
perfect R-module of grade m, by [6]. Consider the exact sequence 0+1/J+ 
-+ R/J--+ R/I-+ 0. We have that pd (R/I) = 2 and pd (I/J) = m, hence pd ((R/J) I 
I max (2, m}, so pd (R/J) 5 m in case m 2 2. Now suppose m = 1, then there 
exists an exact sequence O+RP-+R+R-+R/J+O. Looking at the ranks one 
concludes that p=O, so pd (R/J) = 1. This proves the proposition. 
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Let I and J be ideals in the ring R and JC I. Suppose I is generated by 
g1, --a, g,, and let J be generated by fi, . . . , f,. ThenA=E @ijgj. Define the ideal 
J(g,@)=J+I,(@) as in (2.1). Take Z,(@)=(O) in case men. 
Let V(l) = (/c E spec R IICfi} for any ideal in R. 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Denote by F,(M) the Fitting ideal 
of M, i.e. for any presentation: 
RP 3 Rq+M+O with pl q 
one defines F,,(M) =Iq(w). This definition does not depend on the chosen 
presentation of M. Furthermore V(F,(M)) = Supp h4. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let I be an ideal in R generated by an R-sequence gl, . . . , g, 
and suppose A=z #Ggj and J= cfi, . . . , f,)R. Then 
J(g, 4) = J+ &,(1/J). 
PROOF. We generalize the proof of Mond [lo], where 
R = C{xl ,...,Xn,Y,,...,Yn} 
and gj=Xj-Yj for j= 1, . . . . n andJ;:=h,(x)-hi(y) and hi(X)EC{xi,...,xn) for 
i=l m. 9 a-*, 
A presentation of Z/J is given by 
R”@A2R” 3 R”+I/J-+O 
with w= @J +6 and @ the map with matrix (~ij) and 6 : A2R”-+Rn is part of 
the Koszul complex of the sequence gl, . . . , g,, as we have seen in proving 
Theorem 2.2. 
Now J(g, @) c J+ F&/J), since I,,($) Cl,,(v). Let /I be a (n x n)-submatrix of 
w. If B is a submatrix of @ then det /.IEZ,#J). If p is a submatrix of 6 then 
det p= 0. Otherwise j3 contains columns of 6 and @, i.e. a column of the form 
gjei - giej and one of the form 2 &,ek., where ei, . . . , e,, is the standard basis of 
R”. Let /3’ be the matrix obtained from /3 by multiplying the ith row by gi. 
Then det j.I’=gi* det p and fi has a column of the form gigjei-gfej. Let 8” 
be the matrix obtained from /I’ by replacing the latter mentioned column by 
gjei - giej. Then det /3” =gi det /I’. Thus det b= det /3”, since gi is a non-zero 
divisor on R. After multiplying the Ith row of p” by gl and adding this to the 
ith row for every I# i, we get a matrix with only zero’s or elements 2 &,g, on 
the ith row. Hence det /YE J. Thus det /3~ J. Therefore F,(I/J)c J+ I&J). 
This proves the proposition. 
REMARK 3.6. The assumption that I is generated by an R-sequence is essential 
in Proposition 3.5 as one sees in the following example. Take R = k[x, y, z] with 
k a field containing 3. Let 
I = (yz, zx, xy)R and J = (x(y2 + z2), y(x2 + z2), z(x” +y2))R. 
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Define the matrices I$ and v/ by 
Then J(g, @) = (xyz)R + JCZ and det (w) = -x3 (mod I). 
so Jk $4 + Jk, w). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let R be a ring containing two ideals Z and J. Suppose Z 
contains J and is generated by an R-sequence. Then V(J(g, @)) = V(J: I). 
PROOF. Since J(g, @) = J+ F,(Z/J) and Supp (Z/J) = V(F,(I/J)) is contained in 
V(J) we have: 
V(J(g, 9)) = V(J) f-l V(F,,(I/J)) = Supp (Z/J) = V(J: I). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose Z is an ideal in the ring R generated by an 
R-sequence. Let J be an ideal in R generated by m elements. Suppose JCZ 
and grade (Z/J) ?M z n. Then Z/J is a perfect R-module of grade m and 
pd (R/J)%m. 
PROOF. The ideal Z is generated by an R-sequence gl, . . . , g,, and J is generated 
by m elements fr, . . . , f, in I. We can write fi = z @ugj. Proposition 3.5 implies 
rad (J : I) = rad J(g, 4). By assumption grade (Z/J) 1 m, hence grade J(g, 9) 1 m. 
Now m 2 n, so we can apply Theorem 2.1 and we get a finite free resolution 
of Z/J of length m. Hence m (grade (Z/J)spd (Z/J)sm. So Z/J is a perfect 
R-module of grade m. From the exact sequence O+I/J+R/J+R/Z and 
pd (R/Z) = n I m =pd (I/J) we derive pd (R/J) I m. This proves the propo- 
sition. 
4.ALENGTHFORMULA 
The proof of the following proposition Z owe to C. Huneke, see [17]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (R, m) be a local CA4 ring of dimension m. Let Z be an 
ideal in R generated by the R-sequence g,, . . . , g,. Let J be an ideal in R 
generated by f,, . . . , f, with fi=z @Ggj. Let @ be the (m X n)-matrix with 
entries Gii. 
Then /(I/J) = l(R/J(g, @)). 
PROOF. Since I/J and R/J(g,@) have the same support by (3.7), we may 
assume that they are both of finite length. We may assume that R is a complete 
local CM ring, since taking the m-adic completion R of R does not change the 
length of finitely generated R-modules and g,, . . . . g,, is again an R-sequence. 
Cohen’s structure theorem [4] implies that R is a quotient of a regular complete 
local ring S, which is unramified in case of unequal characteristic. Take 
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T=S[[X, Y]] with Y=(Y,, . . . . Y,) and X an (m x n)-matrix with entries Xij, 
1 sism, 1 Ijln, such that the Yj’s and Xii’s are algebraic independant over 
S. Let T+R[[X, Y]] be the quotient map corresponding with the quotient S+R. 
Let R[[X, Y]] +R be the specialisation map obtained by sending Xij to @ii 
and Yi to gj. Let p : T-+R be the composition of these two maps. Define 
f=(Y,, . . . . Y,)T and Fi=ZXijyje Let J=(F,,...,F,)T. Then J(Y,X) is a 
perfect ideal of grade m by [5], since it is an ideal of a variety of complexes, 
and I;/Jis a perfect module of grade m by Theorem 2.2. 
Now gl, . . . . g,, is an R-sequence and Y,, . . . , Y,, is a T-sequence hence 
&(lK(g, @)) = I/J and H,,(lK( Y, X)) = f/J by (2.1). The functor R @ r- is right 
exact hence 
R@ &‘~=H,(R@,IK( Y, X))=H,,(IK(g, @))=I/J 
Further R @ T T/J( Y, X) = R/J(g, 9). 
The T-modules R and I/J are CM and have a proper intersection, hence 
Z(R, r/J) = d(R @ &a = d(I/J) by [ 141, where 
Z(M, N) =1s ( - 1)‘1(Torf(M, N)). 
In the same way iZ(R, T/J( Y, X)) = l(R @ r T/J( Y, X)) = L(R/J(g, 4)). Consider 
the T-linear map a : T/J( Y, X)-f//J defined by multiplication by Y,. This 
map is well defined, since J( Y, X) G (J: r) by Theorem 2.1 and a fortiori 
Y,-J(Y, X)cJ. 
Denote the kernel of a by K and the cokernel by C. Letfi be any prime ideal 
in T containing J(X, Y). If Y,$p then cr@ T+ is an isomorphism, hence 
K,,=C,,=O. If Y,,E/c and Yj$fi for some j<n then Y,,,F,,...,F,,, is a 
Tfi-sequence and I,(X) G (F,, . . . , Fm)Tfi, see the proof of Lemma 2.5. Hence 
the map a@ Tfi is isomorphic with multiplication by Y, on T,/(F,, . . . . Fm)Tfi, 
which is injective. So Kfi = 0. Thus supp KG V(J(X, Y) + (Yt, . . . , Y,,)) which 
has codimension m + 1 in Spec T. 
Further C= f/( Y,) + J which has support V(( Y,) + J( Y’, X’)), with Y’= 
=(Y,, . . . . Y,- i) and x’ is the m x (n - 1)-matrix with entries Xii; 1 I is m, 
15 jl n - 1. Hence codim Supp C= m + 1. T is a regular unramified local ring, 
moreover R and C are T-modules which have an improper intersection, so 
LE(R, C) =0 by [14]. Analogously Z(R, K) = 0. The sequence O-K+ 
--) T/J(X, Y)+F/I+C-rO is exact. Thus E(R, T/J( Y, X)) = .GZ(R, F//J) and we 
have proved the proposition. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Theorem 2.1 and the Propositions 3.3 and 3.8 are used to give a connection 
between algebraic and topological invariants of germs of analytic functions 
f:(C”” , O)*(C, 0) with a one dimensional singular locus Z. 
Let Jf be the Jacobi ideal off, i.e. 
J,=($, . . ..g)@ 
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where af/az, is a partial derivative off and @ is the local ring of germs of 
analytic functions on (C” + ‘, 0). Let I be the radical ideal of Jf. If dimc(l/Jf) 
is finite then this number is equal to the number of so called A, and D, singu- 
larities in a generic deformation off. This answers a conjecture of Siersma, see 
[l 11. These Ai and D, singularities are used by Siersma [15] to give the 
homotopy type of the Milnor fibre of fif moreover ,?? is a complete intersection. 
By means of the Gauss-Manin connection off, Van Straten [16] was able to 
compute the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre off in case z is a complete 
intersection, using the explicit isomorphism given by Lemma 3.1. In the article 
of Mond [lo] a quotient of two ideals appears, which has as support the double 
point locus off. This quotient is a perfect module by Theorem 2.1. One can 
also use a result of Artin and Nagata [l] and corrected by Huneke [8] to 
conclude that the quotient I/./is a Cohen-Macaulay module in the cases treated 
in section 3. 
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